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Part Number: P400485100055 € 409,01 + VAT

Athena gives a wink to the young lovers of two wheels and introduces the new big bore cylinder kit for the aggressive naked 
bike Yamaha MT-125. After the recent success with the power kit developed for Duke 125, the Italian-based company offers 
this new big bore cylinder kit for young bikers, which upgrades the displacement to 180 cc. In the kit, which contain a  big 
bore cylinder, racing piston and dedicated  gasket kit it is also include a replacement GET ECU, which optimizes bike’s 
performances at all engine RPM. The ECU is plug and play without need of any extra wiring, furthermore it comes with a 
map 1-2 switch to select between two maps: 1 full power, 2 soft response to low and medium RPM for wet conditions. In 
addition it is also possible to customize the two maps by connecting the optional WiFi Get device to modify Fuel and Ignition 
timing through a free Smartphone app. The Cylinder kit is ready to be installed without requiring any modification or 
processing on the original crankcase. Treat your Yamaha MT-125 power at the highest levels with the new Athena kit!

POWER CURVETECHNICAL DATA
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Suitable for: 

YAMAHA MT125 2014-2016

BIG BORE Ø63MM / 180CC.

CYLINDER
COMPLETE PISTON
GASKET SET
REPLACEMENT ECU
SUITABLE FOR: GET WIFI COM

CV

RPM

(cm3):  

(mm):    

(mm):    

Cv/rpm 14,7/7500 17,2/7900

58,6 58,6

11,2:1 11,4:1

52 63

124,7 182,7

OEM KIT ATHENA

OEM KIT AthenaUnit of
Measure
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CYLINDER BORE

STROKE

COPRASSION RATIO

POWER CURVE

Tested on stock engine with an original exhaust and DNA air filter 
Map1: DRY - full power along all RPM
Map2: WET - smooth power at low and medium RPM
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Code: S4C06300002A

Code: S4C06300002B

Code: P400485160020

Code: S41316168

COMPLETE PISTON
Ø 62,95mm   

PISTON PIN Ø 14mm

COMPLETE PISTON
Ø 62,96mm 

PISTON PIN Ø 14mm

GASKET KIT

PISTON RING

€ 110,25 + VAT

€ 110,25 + VAT

 € 30,43 + VAT

€ 18,53 + VAT

REPLACEMENT DESCRIPTION PRICE

GK-WFCOM2-0001 € 163,89 + VAT

WIFI-COM - GET

The unique and revolutionary WIFI-COM technology allows 
you to set the engine parameters directly with your smartphone 
and / or tablet downloading the free “WiGET” app.

WI-FIGET

P-Y1S09-01   € 36,38 + VAT

DNA AIR FILTER

Athena introduces the new DNA RC Racing filter P-Y1S09-01,
especially designed for YAMAHA MT 125.
It is easy to install and it allows:
- high filtration efficiency, amounting to 98-99% 
- increased airflow compared to the original filter YAMAHA.

Discover the full range of filters DNA on our website athenaparts.com


